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Abstract. Writing a parallel shared memory application that scales well
on the future multi-core processors is a challenging task. The contention
among shared resources increases as the number of threads increases.
This may cause a false sharing problem, which can degrade the perfor-
mance of an application. OpenMP Tools (OMPT) [2]- a performance tool
APIs for OpenMP- enables performance tools to gather useful perfor-
mance related information from OpenMP applications with lower over-
head. In this paper, we propose a light-weight false sharing detection
technique for OpenMP programming model using OMPT. We show that
the OMPT framework has the ability to detect unique patterns that can
be used to build a quality detection model for false sharing in OpenMP
programs. In this work, we treat the false sharing detection problem as
a binary classification problem. We develop a set of OpenMP programs
in which false sharing can be turned on and off. We run these programs
both with and without false sharing and collect a set of hardware per-
formance event counts using OMPT. We use the collected data to train
a binary classifier. We test the trained classifier using the NAS Parallel
Benchmark applications. Our experiments show that the trained classi-
fier can detect false sharing cases with an average accuracy of around
90 %.

Keywords: OpenMP · OpenMP Tools API · False sharing · Machine
learning · Performance events

1 Introduction

With the wide-spread deployment of multi-core processors, many applications
are being modified to enable them to utilize the hardware fully. OpenMP is
a popular choice for programming shared memory systems. OpenMP offers a
simple means to parallelize a computation so that programmers can focus on
their algorithm rather than on managing multiple threads. The simplicity of
OpenMP also masks some potential problems from the programmer. One of
them is a well-known false sharing problem [9]. Current false sharing detection
techniques [9,11] rely on tracing the data movement across multiple cores. This
requires heavy instrumentation and excessive data gathering and analysis. Thus,
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they incur a high overhead. This high overhead limits the scalability of these tools
which is important for the future exascale computing [11].

In this work, we treat false sharing as a binary classification problem and use
a decision tree to build a classifier for detecting false sharing in a given OpenMP
code. The performance of a classifier depends on the features that are used to rep-
resent instances. For false sharing, memory behaviour is important information.
Using OMPT [2], we look for the unique memory signatures within the OpenMP
parallel regions generated by the false sharing effect. We use supervised learning
to train a decision tree classifier with a set of sample OpenMP kernels - with
and without false sharing. We apply our trained classifier to the NAS Parallel
Benchmark programs. In more than 90 % of the cases, our light-weight classifier
correctly identified the false sharing problems.

Our contributions are as follows:

1. Use of OMPT API for collecting unique dynamic patterns that can be used
to build cost models for various OpenMP performance issues. In this work,
we use unique memory patterns to detect false sharing problems in OpenMP
codes.

2. A light-weight machine learning based methodology that can detect false
sharing in a given OpenMP code. The approach is independent of the compiler
and OpenMP runtime library.

3. Our experimental results show that our approach is robust and has good
accuracy in detecting false sharing in real OpenMP applications.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives an overview of the false
sharing problem and motivation behind the work. Section 3 describes the related
work in this area. Section 4 briefly talks about the OMPT framework. Section 5
gives our approach and methodology. Section 6 talks about our experimental
results and analysis. Section 7 gives the conclusion and future line of action.

2 Motivation

When a core on a multicore processor modifies data that is currently shared by
the other cores, the cache coherence mechanism has to invalidate all copies in
the other cores. An attempt to read this data by another core, shortly after the
modification, has to wait for the most recent value in order to guarantee the
data consistency among cores. This degrades the performance. In false sharing,
multiple processor cores access different data elements that reside in the same
cache line. A write operation to a data element in the cache line will invalidate
all the data in all copies of the cache line stored in other cores. A successive
read by another core will incur a cache miss, and it will need to fetch the entire
cache line from either the main memory or the updating core’s private cache to
make sure that it has the up-to-date version of the cache line. Poor scalability of
multi-threaded programs can occur if the invalidation and subsequent read to the
same cache line happen very frequently. How bad is the scalability? Fig. 1 shows
a code snippet of an OpenMP program that exhibits the false sharing problem.
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Fig. 1. OpenMP codelet with false sharing problem

Table 1. Execution time of OpenMP code from Fig. 1

Code version 1-thread 2-thread 4-thread 8-thread

Without padding 0.503 3.763 3.961 4.432

With padding 0.503 0.263 0.137 0.078

Its performance is inversely proportional to the number of threads as shown in
Table 1 because of the false sharing effect. Mitigating the false sharing effect
through the PADDING variable can lead to an astonishing 57× performance
improvement for this code.

3 Related Work

Detecting false sharing accurately requires complete information on memory
allocation and memory (read and write) operations from each thread. Previous
work [3,13] has developed approaches for memory analysis that use memory
tracing and cache simulation. The main drawback of this approach is within
the memory tracing part, which can incur very large overheads. A memory
shadowing technique was used [23] in an attempt to minimize the overhead
of tracking the changes to the data state. Work by [12,13] also use information
from the hardware performance monitoring unit to support performance analy-
sis. HPCToolkit [12], and Memphis [15] use the sampling result from AMD IBS
(Instruction-Based Sampling) to generate data centric information. Intel PTU
(Performance Tuning Unit) [4] utilizes event-based sampling to identify the data
address and function that is likely to experience false sharing. Several attempts
have been made to eliminate the false sharing problem. For example, careful
selection of runtime scheduling parameters, such as chunk size and chunk stride,
when distributing loop iterations to threads has been used to prevent false shar-
ing [1]. Proposed data layout optimization solutions include array padding [8]
and memory alignment methods [20]. A runtime system called SHERIFF [10]
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performs both detection and elimination of false sharing in C/C++ applica-
tions parallelized using the Pthreads library. PREDATOR [11] is a predictive
software-based false sharing detector that generalizes from a single execution
to precisely predict false sharing that is latent in the current execution. DAR-
WIN [22] introduces a dynamic framework to help application developers detect
instances of false sharing as well as identify the data objects in an OpenMP code
that cause the problem. Our work is similar to the work [7] which is specific to
the Pthreads library. However, our approach is for OpenMP programming model
and independent of the compiler and OpenMP runtime library.

4 OMPT- Application Programming Interface for Tools

OMPT is an Application Programming Interface (API) that enables portable
tools to collect performance analysis information of OpenMP programs. The
design of OMPT takes advantage of two prior OpenMP tools APIs: the POMP
API [16] and the Collector API [6]; hence OMPT supports trace-based measure-
ments and asynchronous sampling provided in the POMP API and the Collec-
tor API respectively, and specifies interfaces for applying blame shifting logic
to resource synchronization. The OMPT interface can be implemented either
entirely in the compiler or entirely in the OpenMP runtime system, as well as
using a hybrid compiler/runtime option. Our implementation of the OMPT API
was completely in the OpenMP runtime. Figure 2 describes the interaction of an
OpenMP program with a performance analysis tool through the OMPT API.

The basic layout of the OMPT framework is given in Fig. 2(a). The design of
the OMPT API consists of mutually exclusive states describing each OpenMP
thread, defined callback events representing the entry and exit for commonly
used pragmas, and a set of API calls that can be used by tools to acquire
information from the OpenMP runtime. A performance tool requests notification
of a specific event by passing the name of the event to be tracked as well as a
callback function to be invoked by the OpenMP runtime each time the event
occurs. Figure 2(b) gives an example of an execution of the OpenMP code shown
in the figure, while OMPT is enabled. Two events, begin implicit barrier and

(a) OMPT interaction with OpenMP (b) Events in an OpenMP program
IPATPMOgnisuyrarbilemitnur

Fig. 2. Working of the OMPT framework.
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end implicit barrier, are encountered by each thread in the parallel region. The
functionality of the callback functions, associated with these events, is controlled
by a performance tool. OMPT also provides data structures, populated by the
runtime, that include the parallel region identifier, wait identifiers and stack
frame data. For a runtime to comply with the OMPT specification, state support
is required along with the mandatory events. Please refer to the work proposed
in [2] for complete and detailed information on the OMPT API.

5 Our Approach

This section describes our methodology in detail.

5.1 OMPT for Capturing Unique Patterns

A parallel region in an OpenMP program can be broken down into different
events. For example, a typical OpenMP program may consist of creation of
physical threads at the beginning of a parallel region, execution of the job by
each thread, and threads waiting at barriers at the end of the parallel region.
In Fig. 3(a), Point A,B,C,D,E and F represent OpenMP events that can be
captured through OMPT API. Point A is the Fork Event, and Point F repre-
sents the Join Event. Point B,C,D and E can be any event depending upon the
OpenMP directive being used to expose parallelism. Previous work does perfor-
mance modeling by collecting information at the coarse level, i.e., using Point A
and F [22]. However, OMPT allows a user to collect information at the fine level
with respect to the intermediate events, i.e., using Point B,C,D and E. The
basic idea behind our approach is that if we can record certain features between
the OpenMP events, they can be used as patterns to characterize an OpenMP
kernel for various cost modeling techniques. The work [17] by our group shows
that such signatures exist for OpenMP kernels for energy and power. Figure 3(b)
gives an energy signature (rate of change of energy between the OpenMP events)
of the Strassen application. We observe the same behavior in the OpenMP appli-
cations similar to the Strassen application. We use the same logic to find the
memory signatures that detect false sharing in a given OpenMP program.

Cache invalidation is an important memory behavior. Many tools use it for
false sharing detection [22]. Table 2 gives cache invalidation pattern for the code
in Fig. 1. Point A and D represent Fork and Join events respectively. Point B
indicates the event when all the threads have been created. Point C represents
the event when the first thread hits the synchronization barrier. We observe that
there is a pattern in the rate of cache invalidation between these events–number
of cache invalidation between the events divided by the time between the events–
in the OpenMP codes showing false sharing with the same number of threads.
We did a statistical analysis on these patterns collected from OpenMP kernels.
False sharing was injected manually. We observed low variance in values for these
patterns.
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(a) Point B,C,D and E are fine (b) Energy pattern for the Strassen
level OpenMP events. Point A and F application using OMPT [17].

are coarse level OpenMP events.

Fig. 3. OpenMP Execution Model

Table 2. Cache invalidation pattern for the code in Fig. 1

Code version 1-thread 2-thread 4-thread 8-thread

time (sec.) 0.503 3.763 3.961 4.432

cache invalidation 4,284 89,466 100,884 130,013

rate of invalidation→ A and B - 2350 3561 5779

rate of invalidation→ B and C - 23870 44445 57843

rate of invalidation → C and D - 4350 5521 7722

5.2 Hardware Performance Information

We developed a tool to monitor a group of events within an OpenMP program
using OMPT. The tool helps in capturing memory patterns for false sharing.

The data set between the OpenMP events is hardware performance infor-
mation that is collected by running various OpenMP programs. In modern
processors, Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) can count hardware events
per thread. The counter values can be retrieved using performance tools (e.g.,
Intel PTU, PERF) or APIs (e.g., libpfm, PAPI) [5]. For our work, we use the
PAPI library to access these hardware performance counters and extract val-
ues. Tools like Intel PTU and PERF analyze the whole program and show the
results for the lifetime of a given application. For our work, PAPI is a better
choice as we are interested in studying the behavior of a specific section of a
given OpenMP code and not the whole program. For information collection, we
follow the following steps:

1. After creating physical threads, hardware counters for each event are initiated
for each thread.

2. Each time an OpenMP event begins, the current values of related hardware
counters are read and stored.
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3. Each time an OpenMP event ends, the hardware counter values are read and
stored again.

4. The difference in values are calculated and stored.

The above steps are repeated for each parallel region we encounter during
our experimentation. All feature values are normalized to make it independent
of data and program size. We talk about the data normalization approach in
Sect. 6.

5.3 Binary Classifier for False Sharing Detection

The basic idea behind our prediction method is to build a binary classifier
using a set of hardware performance features collected using OMPT. We col-
lect the data using Source Code Repository (OmpSCR) [18]. OmpSCR consists
of OpenMP applications written in C, C++, and Fortran. For our training pur-
pose, we changed the source codes of OpenMP applications in a way that we can
have two running modes; (1) with false sharing, and (2) without false sharing.
For the false sharing mode, we change the directives and source code of a pro-
gram to ensure cache invalidation and bad performance. For example, instead
of accessing matrices in a row-wise order in a C source code, the for-loops are
changed in a way that the accesses are made in a column-wise order. The work [7]
adopts the same methodology for building a data set for detecting false shar-
ing in PThread programs using machine learning. To ensure the generality of
our approach, we change the input data size (big or small) and the number of
threads (4, 8, 16, 24). In short, we run a program in two running modes for each
data set and number of threads. This helps us in generating training and testing
cases for our classifiers. We build a separate classifier for each number of threads.

5.4 Feature Selection

Selecting the best features for a classifier is an important research topic in the
area of artificial intelligence. An extensive research literature is available on
optimal feature selection problem. In our case, features are hardware-dependent
performance events. We have many hardware events for any platform, and not all
of them are important or relevant to capture unique patterns for the false sharing
detection problem. We collect 227 hardware features that can be categorised
into five groups; features related to (1) resource stalls, (2) cache accesses (data
and instruction cache), (3) memory accesses, (4) translation lookaside buffers,
and (5) intra- and inter-processor communications. Our list contains all the
potential events that can help in finding patterns related to false sharing. If all
the hardware features are used to build a classifier, it may result in overfitting,
i.e., you might have good accuracy during the training phase, but the trained
classifier might perform poorly on unseen test cases. Therefore, it is important
to select the best or optimal number of features that can give an acceptable
performance during the training and testing phases. For our work, we use the
C4.5 decision tree algorithm [14] for building a binary classifier. The algorithm
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uses Information Gain (IG) criterion to sort the available features. The feature
with the highest IG value is selected as the root node. Features with low IG
values are adjusted at the lower levels or depths of the tree, i.e., away from
the root node. For our work, we first build a tree by using all the available
hardware features. This results in a huge tree as the decision tree algorithm
tries to improve its performance by reusing the features. We select the features
up to certain level or depth to build a new smaller tree with better accuracy and
precision. We discuss this in detail in Sect. 6.

6 Experimentation and Results

This section discusses our experimentation and results.

6.1 Training Phase

We use the J48 Decision Tree from the WEKA Package [14] to build four binary
classifiers, i.e., one for each number of threads. The J48 tree is an implemen-
tation of the C4.5 decision tree. We use 64-bit Intel Xeon E5-2640 processor
working at 2.5GHz on two sockets as our computing framework. Each socket has
six cores with two hyper-threading. Therefore, we have a total of 24 threads.
The machine has 32KB/core L1 cache, 256KB/core L2 cache, 13MB/CPU L3
cache (as the last level cache), 64GB memory as RAM, and ×86 64 GNU/Linux
3.10.14 as the operating system. We use the Intel Compiler Beta 16 suite as
the infrastructure to compile applications. We use the Intel OpenMP Runtime
Library that supports OMPT API.

The training data set is collected by running programs from the OmpSCR
package. Each program is executed with different number of threads, data sizes
and two false sharing modes. During the execution of each program, our tool
collects data for all the parallel regions and stores it in a file to be processed
after the program is done. The value of each feature is recorded between two
consecutive OpenMP events. These values are combined together to build an
instance for each program run. Let VXY be a vector that contains all fea-
ture values between the two consecutive OpenMP event X and Y . For Fig. 3,
< VAB , VBC , VCD, VDE , VEF , CLASS > is a complete feature vector for the
OpenMP kernel between Point A and B. The CLASS variable is true when
the kernel is run in the false sharing mode, and its value is false when it is run
without the false sharing mode. When a program terminates, there is a file con-
taining data for each number of threads that can be used to build a classifier for
each number of threads.

Limitation of Our Approach: Nested parallelism is a common situation in
real OpenMP applications. Consider a recursive function that uses OpenMP
directives. If recursive call happens to be inside a parallel region, you are implic-
itly executing a parallel region inside another one. We are not covering this
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condition in this work. For nested parallelism, our tool collects the results for
the top-level parallel region, and no performance monitoring is done for the
children.

Feature Selection: Size of a feature vector plays a significant role in the preci-
sion/accuracy of a decision tree. Using more features may lead to a good accuracy
but it may result in over-fitting with unseen test cases. Figure 4(a) shows the
trade-off between accuracy and number features for the four threads classifier
(to detect false sharing in OpenMP code with four number of threads). The
horizontal axis represents number of levels traversed down in the decision tree
from the root node. The vertical axis shows the precision of the decision tree
using the number of features upto the corresponding level. The arrows in the
figure represent number of unique features upto that specific level. For example,
we have 90 % precision when we use 11 features upto level five of the decision
tree. We have a total 227 number of features. With full features, we are able to
achieve 95.4 % precision. We get the same accuracy by using 14 features that
can be captured upto level six in the decision tree. Figure 4(b) gives the top 14
hardware features upto level six from our work.

Normalization of Data: Normalization of features’ values plays an important
part in defining the accuracy of a classifier. We use two types of normalization:
(1) each feature value is divided by the total number of instructions in a given
OpenMP kernel, and (2) manually discritization of the feature values. For the
second type, we determine the range of each feature value and divide it into five
classes. If the feature value is within 20 % of maximum value then it is in Class
A. If the value is between 20 % and 40 % then it belongs to Class B. If the value
is between 40 % and 60 %, then it is in Class C. If the value is between 60 % and
80 %, then it is in Class D. If the value is between 80 % and 100 %, then it is in
Class E.

We use the 10-fold cross validation to test the performance of classifiers dur-
ing the training phase. We use 21 and 84 hardware features with both normal-
ization strategies. Figure 5 shows the results. Overall, the accuracy ranges from
50 % to 97 %. The classifiers for four and eight threads have better accuracy than
16 and 24 threads classifiers. Also, manual discritization strategy gives better
performance.

6.2 Validation of the Approach

We validated our classifier using real applications. For our work, we use OpenMP
benchmark applications from the NAS Parallel Benchmark [19]. The NAS Par-
allel Benchmark is a set of applications designed for performance evaluation of
supercomputers. They are maintained by the NASA Advanced Supercomputing
Division, and the source codes are developed in the C and Fortran languages.
Programs in these benchmarks are highly optimized for less false sharing events.
For our experimentation, we manually injected false sharing in the source.
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Fig. 4. (a) Performance trade-off for the four-thread classifier using different features
at different levels. (b) Top 14 hardware features.

Fig. 5. Performance of the four classifiers. (a) Data set normalization using maximum
number of instructions (b) Manual normalization of data set.

Fig. 6. Performance of the four classifiers using NAS Parallel. (a) Data set normaliza-
tion using maximum number of instructions (b) Manual normalization of data set.
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Figure 6 shows the accuracy of the four classifiers using unseen applications
from the NAS Parallel Benchmark. The accuracy ranges from 49 % to 90 % for
the classifiers trained on the dataset normalized using maximum instruction
size. The accuracy ranges from 77 % to 90 % for the classifiers trained on the
data that was discretized manually. The classifiers for four and eight number of
threads give good accuracy as compared to the classifiers for 16 and 24 number
of threads.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

OMPT - a performance tool API for OpenMP- enables performance tools to
gather useful performance information from OpenMP applications with low over-
head and to map this information back to a user-level view of applications. In
this paper, we show that the OMPT API can be used to track unique patterns
or signatures in OpenMP kernels. These unique patterns can be used to develop
models for OpenMP performance issues. In this paper, we developed a detec-
tion model for false sharing by treating it as a binary classification problem. We
used the unique signatures collected by OMPT to train a binary classifier. We
used J48 decision tree learning approach that trained itself using the informa-
tion collected using OMPT. We used mini-programs and OpenMP Source Code
Repository (Omp-SCR) to build a classifier and tested it using the NAS Paral-
lel Benchmark applications. The results showed that the accuracy of our model
ranges from 70 % to 90 %.

For the future work, we are planning to refine the information. We are also
planning to look into other classification and regression methods that can be used
to build more robust and accurate detection models for false sharing. The main
issue with the current dynamic false sharing tools is scalability. These tools use
instrumentation technique to collect necessary information for prediction false
sharing. This instrumentation phase is responsible for the major overhead. We
believe that our machine learning approach can be used to select the appropriate
parallel regions for instrumentation and can help in reducing the overhead.
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